
PPCEE

Definitive answer to the 
everlasting question: 

Should you bid on your 
brand?



Let’s see:
How many of you think 
most brands should bid on 
their own brand keywords?



Conventional PPC wisdom says 

YES





What would I tell my clients?



Take up more of the valuable SERP real estate, ...



...use PPC ads to complement or 
update the brand message in your 
organic result, ...



...and easily beat competitors who 
bid on your brand.





1. Are you first organically for your brand?

AND

2. Are there no competitors bidding on your brand?

= You are capturing mostly navigational 
searches and your Brand Ads could be 
OFF

When?



Well, brand bidding is cheap anyway, right?

Source: Merkle Q3 2019 Digital Marketing Report (DMR)

https://www.merkleinc.com/thought-leadership/digital-marketing-report


So our idea was simple...



Let’s save money by turning 
brand ads ON and OFF as 
needed, while keeping their 
brand protected





1. A competitor’s ad appears when someone searches for your brand?

OR

2. A competitor shows up ahead of you in the organic search results?

= Brand Ads should be ON to protect 
your brand

But when



Enter Brand Protect Script



Sounds simple but…
...one man’s dream is 
another woman’s 
nightmare...

Nina Varhaníková



500+ lines of code…



How the Script works

Brand Protect Script checks the search engine results page for a single keyword (based on average result 
of five searches carried out 20 seconds apart).

Brand Protect starts/resumes the Brand Search campaign/campaigns in Google Ads if:

● A competitor is running ads targeting searches of the brand keyword,
● A brand website does not occupy the top position in organic results.

Brand Protect pauses the Brand campaign/campaigns if:

● No competitor is running ads targeting searches of the brand keyword and the brand website 
occupies the top position in organic results.

Brand Protect increases the CPC for keywords in the Brand campaign/campaigns if:

● The ad targeting searches of the brand keyword is not in the top position in paid results.



But getting the right data is non-trivial:

1. Many tools only update data once per day or less

2. Very few tools offer reliable Google Ads 
positions (and you can not easily get your own 
data)

3. Affordable to accommodate frequent requests



You search in incognito 
mode and can generate 
the right locale at city 
level…



The script sends several requests with some 
delay to get them to come from different IPs and 
averages positions over them...



We can choose whether 
the script will make 
changes to the 
campaigns or simply 
send out an email 
notification...



Empirically, the “lost” paid traffic simply shifts to 
organic - we did not see a significant drop in any 
of the account where it deployed.



Took a lot of tinkering to find a solution and we 
tested a number of options.

 



Cui bono
aka who is this good for?



You are a known brand, get searches and 
competitors occasionally bid on your brand 
terms.



How much €€ can you save?



For one large national brand where we deployed 
the Brand Protect Script the theoretical savings 
were up to 1 500 € per month.

A more usual client saves up to hundreds of € 
per year.



Can I do it too?



lets you                                          and cost remains 

reasonable at higher frequencies.

 



Brand Protect Script is not public
but YOU are special…

Just let us know at http://bit.ly/bps-ppcee !



Thank you 
for your attention!
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